My 15 MINUTES with MIKE BAIRD over MERGERS and HUNTERS HILL.

Well... I have had my promised meeting with the Premier Mike
Baird to try and talk him out of his forced merger plans for
Hunters Hill.
Want to know how it went?
I’m afraid it didn’t start well...
We (the Mayor and I) asked whether there was any advice or
information we could give him that might encourage him to reconsider the forced merger of Hunters Hill. (We figured he might
be interested in our view on this) - Have a guess what he replied….
In a word – “No”. There was nothing we could say that would change his mind.
He went on to say (paraphrasing) Hunters Hill is an insignificant backwater, too small to be
sustainable and it is a no-brainer that it should be merged. Auckland and Brisbane have one
council and Sydney needs to get with the program and go this way as well.
Okay so yes, I did want to slap him about the face with a fish. I mean some-one has to snap
him out of this one-way train of thought. I checked in the water jug. Sadly, no fish. I poured
a drink instead. 15 minutes. That’s all we had. 15 minutes to get through to the man…
Looking at him, I wondered who I was really there for? Us (Hunters Hill) or him? Hunters Hill
is not the insignificant backwater he believes. Quite the reverse (more on this in a minute…)
I have great faith in Hunters Hill. We have seen merger threats like this through in the past
and we will again, but Mike? Well, I think he’s is in a whole world of pain over this. I’m not
sure that he really knows it, or understands why this is.
It’s been a colossal mistake of course - a critical error
in judgement. Mike’s “bigger councils are better” train
of thought may be very well-intentioned, but it is
leading him straight off a cliff, taking us all with him.
Mike Baird is in a world of pain over forced mergers

In the last 12 months Mike has suffered a catastrophic collapse in support - an unheralded
fall from grace, and the origin of it all? The epicentre? - Forced mergers.

In the 5 months between announcing the
forced mergers in Dec 2015, and enacting
them in May 2016, Mike’s previously
untouchable popularity crashed a staggering
10%, heralding the onset of a massive and as
yet non-stop downhill spiral. The fall-out from
this agenda has cost several Federal Liberal
seats, swung NSW councils and the City of
Sydney against him, and most recently the
Nationals lost their safest state seat of
Orange, in the biggest swing in by-election
history, taking their leader and Deputy
Premier with it.
So where have things gone so wrong? Well here’s the crux of it - I believe. Mike is thinking
of councils as “businesses”, which can be merged to “create efficiencies and save costs.” It
sounds like a good idea right? - Well it sounds right - but it’s wrong. Councils are not
“businesses”, they are “governments” - elected by and answerable to local residents. They
don’t just do roads, rates and rubbish (business), they govern - they are the “keepers of
place”, guardians of the look and feel, the development and “character” of a place. Barnaby
Joyce was right when he said for many communities the local government (council) is their
local “country”.
When you forcibly merge businesses – yes, it’s about economics. But when you try to
forcibly merge governments (countries) – well, that’s not economics – that’s war. And with
war - suddenly all those potential economic savings go out the door.
When you understand that Sydney’s councils are really a patchwork of local “countries”
(governments) - a “micro Europe” if you like, you can see that Mike’s plan to forcibly merge
them against their will is a micro replay of Hitler’s attempt to forcibly merge the countries of
Europe against their will. It’s aggressive idealism based on a deeply flawed premise.
Hunters Hill is small yes, but so is Switzerland.
Should Switzerland be forced to merge with
Germany just because it is small? Is overthrowing
the Swiss government and sending in an
administrator to oversee a forced merger with
Germany a wise approach to achieve long-term
sustainability and economic reform?
Hunters Hill, Sydney's smallest municipality sits on it's own peninsular between the Lane Cove and Parramatta
Rivers

Mike believes it makes economic sense (from a business perspective) to merge Sydney’s
councils so that they are all of similar size with a minimum 150,000 people, (this is to take
head office costs out etc.) But does this make sense from a government perspective? How

does it sound as a premise if we suddenly declare that European countries must all be the
same size with a minimum 150 million people each - and set about sacking their
governments to forcibly merge them to achieve this?
This is where Mike has gone seriously wrong - by treating governments as if they are
businesses he has seriously underestimated the value some communities place on
maintaining the autonomy of their own government - their “country”, and how they will
react to some-one who seeks to overthrow it and replace it with a foreign government how hard they will fight for it, and the economic, social and political cost of this. Hunters Hill
is one such community.
Hunters Hill, although small is far from
being the economic basket case of Mike’s
imaginings. Rather, like Switzerland, it is
highly strategic and successful at what it
does and has strong community support.
We have multimillions in the bank and no
debt. As proof that size has nothing to do
with the financial sustainablity of
government - Hunters Hill, Sydney’s
smallest council, meets all the IPART
financial sustainability criteria, whereas
Blacktown council (Sydney’s largest), does not. (And let’s not even mention the Federal
Government).
We have achieved this to date, not through forced amalgamation, but through strategic
regional partnerships, innovation and harnessing our resource base – in particular the
strengths of our local community. Mike's proposed forced merger is not an attractive option
for the future any way we look at it. An objective and factual business case analysis predicts
at best a 12 million dollar saving, at worst a 33 million dollar loss. This is a seriously high risk,
low cost-benefit business-case for a 15 million dollar investment of tax payer funds. And
that’s without factoring in the biggest cost - the loss of our independent government.
Like Switzerland, Hunters Hill has its own unique “brand”
and “character” - this has developed over 160 years of
local residents electing representatives that prioritise
the preservation of our environmental and built
heritage, such that we now have more heritage items
per km2 than any other municipality in Australia. 75% of
our lands are classified conservation areas and we are
considered a heritage “jewel in the crown” for Sydney,
rivalling the Rocks.
The Priory - preserved heritage of Hunters Hill

Our much larger neighbouring council Ryde has a
different “government”, a different culture and character
altogether – it does not prioritise heritage and
conservation the way Hunters Hill does - and in fact
believes this gets in the way of growth. Yet, if forced to
merge, Hunters Hill will have only one representative on
the new “greater Ryde” council, who will be out-voted on
all decisions for Hunters Hill – including those regarding
planning, character, heritage and conservation, developments and re-zonings. We will risk
losing everything we have fought to enhance and protect over the past 160 years.
So - like Switzerland, Hunters Hill has nothing to gain and everything to lose from a forced
merger.

Preserved heritage foreshores of Hunters Hill

Mike responds to this by saying that he
believes that local autonomy over
development and character can be
protected in forcibly merged councils but at the same time he can’t really say
how. The harsh truth is that there is no
way to protect it. The new government
(council, with only one local
representative) assumes power over all
development controls - it’s effectively a
foreign take-over.

Mike comes back to Auckland – it has “protected local diversity in a large merged council”
he says. But Auckland has instituted 21 locally elected “boards” (essentially a 4th level of
Government). These are not proposed in Mike’s mergers – besides, who in Sydney wants
that? Sydney is unique due to its history, its location, its harbor, beaches, rivers and
stunning but complex geographic landforms. It has developed fabulous diversity in its local
government areas. It’s a mini “Europe”, it needs its own solution – not Auckland’s or
Brisbane’s - and not forced amalgamations.
There is a much better way forward for Sydney, just like there was for Europe. Everything
Mike wants to achieve from an economic perspective can be better achieved without
forced mergers, through strengthening our existing regional strategic and economic
partnerships instead – i.e. like the EU. For councils this is achieved through strengthening
and better enabling our Regional Organisations of Councils (ROCs) or forming “Joint
Organisations” (JOs) (these allowed shared services and economies of scale etc - delivering
economic union – without political union). This is the way forward we have proposed. We,
(with our neighbouring councils) have put forward a Joint Organisation proposal that has
overwhelming support from our 3 communities, academics and politicians alike – everyone,
sadly except Mike. Mike is on his one-track “you will amalgamate” approach.

I express the opinion to Mike that the action
of forcing mergers on communities against
their will, sacking governments, sending in
administrators and the brutal method by
which this has been done – has defined him branded him as "dictatorial" “invasive”
"arrogant", “bulldozing, "trampling
community concerns". It is a perception of
him that crystallised in minds, at the one
moment - right across NSW.
Forced mergers are the core, the rot, the birthplace of Mikes "Dictatorial Brand"

I suggest to him that this is at the core of his
plummeting popularity and the Governments loss of
support. The core, the rot, the birthplace, of it all.
From here it has spread out like a stain colouring the
perceptions of everything the Government does Every subsequent action has only served to cement
this “dictatorial” and “invasive” brand –
• Chain-sawing avenues of 100-year-old Anzac trees for
light rail in the Eastern Suburbs;
• Bulldozing swathes of heritage homes in Haberfield for
Westconnex,
• Bringing in new planning laws that green light massive
insensitive overdevelopment,
• Moving the powerhouse museum to sell the prime
inner city land to developers and privatizing everything
he can get his hands on … the list goes on and on.
Long row of 100 year old Anzac commemorative trees bulldozed for light rail

Across NSW people are experiencing Mike as
taking over (or threatening to) their government
while also bulldozing and trampling his way
through their homes, their environments, their
workplaces, their communities, taking away the
things they love, the things most important to
them, implementing “his way”; disempowering
them. There has been no stopping, no pausing,
no listening to reason, no compromising.

Bulldozing heritage homes in Haberfield for WestConnex described by National Trust as worst
heritage destruction in Sydney's History

Mike doesn’t see this dictatorial “brand” as being fair or deserved. He doesn’t get it. His
mind is resolutely anchored in the thought that councils are just businesses, merging them
just makes good business sense. He’s making the “hard decisions” he says, that are “in the
best economic interest of NSW”. It might not be popular but “it’s the right thing to do for
the long-term” he says… He is seeing himself as an economic martyr.
Oh Dear! I’m back to needing that fish. I check the water jug to
see if God has answered my wish. Ok, so it was a big ask. I pray
he gives me the words to have the same effect.

I’m sorry to be harsh – but it has to be said - it’s not martyrdom, it’s seriously misguided
economic mismanagement.
Forcing councils to merge against the will of their communities is NOT in the best economic
interest of NSW – quite the reverse, it’s economic carnage.
A bi-partisan review of the recent forced merger programme in Queensland warned that
without proper assessment of community sentiment forced mergers were doomed to fail
leading to massive social disruption and huge economic waste. In Queensland, 4
communities voted to de-amalgamate, as soon as the Government that merged them was
kicked out. “Only 4” says Mike (ignoring the bit about the government that merged them
being kicked out, and the fact that since introducing forced mergers Libs have gone from a
commanding lead to close to 50:50 on 2 party preferred). ‘Yes’, I say - the ones where
communities were strongly opposed. In NSW there are 10 of these at least, (that’s just
counting the ones that have gone to court) – the sheer economic waste of this whole
agenda is already in the 10’s of millions do we really want to go through the same wasteful
scenario as Queensland, because that’s where we’re headed.
Mike isn’t convinced. He thinks community opposition is all just temporary angst and people
get over it. The councils that have been forcibly merged are now all doing wonderfully well,
he says - the communities that were opposed, like Pittwater are now all happy and content,
and the new councils are already achieving remarkable savings he says. His business merger
plans are going swimmingly.. people will see he is right and forgive him, he seems to
believe.
This comes across as a little rosy-eyed to me. I suspect the glowing reports are just a little
lopsided, much like the “all is well” reports one might have received from the administrators
in Vienna after the German occupation. They’re not looking at the full picture.
Savings? - OK so what do we really know? Only one forcibly merged council (in the Eden
Monaro) has released a proper objective merger risk assessment, it has disclosed that costs
of the merger will exceed the tax payer funds provided by 1.4 million dollars (crippling for a
regional council), and that the risk of poor staff morale, and failure to deliver adequate
services is “extreme”. Meanwhile on the North Shore the unmerged councils (including

Hunters Hill) are proving that savings can equally be achieved without mergers - without the
crippling costs - through strategic regional partnership. NSROC for example has just
announced a shared waste services agreement delivering 2 million dollar savings per
annum.

Happy and Content? I'm not sure that you
can call the "occupied" communities "happy"
– certainly not in the inner west, where there
is an “anarchy” campaign running against the
Government. It’s not contentment that is
requiring police presence at administrated
“council” meetings.

Anarchy in Inner West community after their councils were merged and an administrator sent in, just as
Westconnex bulldozed ahead through the heart of their community.

Nor is the happiness quite so effusive in Pittwater, where the administrator had to hurriedly
pull the "Monavale place plan" to avoid re-activating simmering civic unrest. Nor in regional
NSW where angry communities are lying in wait for election time with base-ball bats.
And of-course, the most oppositional communities
don’t feature in Mikes reports because they are
still fighting him in court - communities like
Hunters Hill, Mosman, Woollahra, North Sydney,
Lane Cove, Strathfield, Cabonne. Core LiberalNational heartland communities - all staunchly
against the mergers he is forcing on them. I
suggest that the level of “happiness” in these
communities was on display for all to see at the
Orange By-election, where previous rusted-on
National and Liberal Party supporters came from all over the state to campaign to “Stop
Forced Mergers - Put the Nationals Last" in support of Cabonne. The Government lost one
of it’s safest seats. If governments don’t listen, if they don’t hear and heed, communities
hold them to account.
People, good people, are leaving the Liberal and
National parties in droves - and joining
campaigns to vote their own party out. The
people Mike most needs for support he has
driven away - with feelings of anger, bitterness,
betrayal and broken trust. Mike is not just
fighting oppositional communities over this –
he has ignited civil war within his own party which brings us full circle to that crashing support in the polls.

Mike asks me – do I think he’s dictatorial?
Our 15 minutes are nearly up…
For me the big question is not whether he is dictatorial – there’s really no question of that –
the question is whether it is intentional? 2 possibilities run through my head;
Possibility 1: Mike really doesn’t get it – the difference between merging businesses and
merging governments. The difference between business and political leadership. He really
(mistakenly) believes he is doing the right thing, he doesn’t understand the political, social
and economic carnage he is causing and no-one, no-one who should be, is telling him.
Possibility 2: He really does get it - but there are other ulterior motives driving him on.
I hope it’s the first. I fear it’s the last.
I can’t read him. I wish I could.
Of course there are ulterior motives that may well be at play. Forced mergers do benefit
some – they benefit people and businesses that don’t like local communities to have
regulatory control over development in their local areas – people who like it to be much
easier to undertake massive insensitive overdevelopment and walk away with the profits people like “the property council”, the “urban growth” development industry, massive
infrastructure providers for projects like Westconnex, political lobbyists and treasury. And of
course these are the people who do have Mikes ear 24/ 7. These are the people egging him
on - telling him he’s doing the right thing, to “stay strong” – telling him to ignore people like
me, and the communities we have been elected to represent.
But these are not the people whose votes will
count. They are not the people whose lives
are being impacted, and they are not the
people who will hold him to account.
For us – our 15 minutes of his ear time is up.
Rally against Mike May 2016 - Communities across NSW converging and aligning to hold Mike to account.

Do I think he is dictatorial?
“Yes” I say – “yes I do” – and slap him about the face with my verbal fish, praying the
message I am carrying will get through. For his sake as much as ours.
He is in on the wrong track. In his headlong rush to implement economic prosperity he is
trampling all over social and environmental prosperity and initiating war with communities
right across NSW. There is no long term prosperity in that.
There is nothing of Gods will in that.

1 Timothy 6-10: The love of money is the root of all kinds of evil. Some have wandered away
from the faith and have impaled themselves with a lot of pain because they made money
their goal.
Personally I hate this “war” he has initiated, I hate
the needless waste, I hate the senseless damage,
the money down the drain on both sides of the
fence - I hate the anger, the pain, the sense of
betrayal, the distress. I hate to see the train of his
government heading over the cliff.
Mike is at a cross-roads.
The constructive way forward here is to stop the
mergers, and work with us all on strengthening the
ROCs and/ or instituting JOs instead. The destructive
way is to continue full steam ahead.
Today, the Australian reports satisfaction with Mikes performance has plummeted to his
new record low of 35%.

Widespread Anti-Merger Community Sentiment

